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ENTERTAINMENT: Keys Takes Home 4 Grammys

Truck chase winds through county, c
Authorities search
for armed man in
Henry C ty, Tenn.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
PURYEAR, enn. — State
al s ice from Kentucky
•
and Tennessee continued to
search a wooded area about foar
miles east of Puryear, Tenn., this
morning for a man who allegedly stole a tractor-trailer truck and
led police on a high-speed chase
through numerous counties.
The search included units
from Henry County, Tenn., as
well as Graves, Calloway and
Police,
State
Kentucky
Tennessee Highway Patrol and
the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation.
Sheriff's deputies and other
law enforcement personnel
began a search of the area for the
fugitive, who was said to be
armed, after he turned the truck
into the driveway of a private
home on Conyersville Road and
took off on foot. Police had
managed to damage at least one
of the trucks tires with road
spikes.
Sheriff . David
Deputy
Weatherly of the Fulton County
Sheriffs Department,said the
chase started when the suspect
attempted to steal a backhoe and
a grain trailer in a rural part of
the county.
"One of our reserve deputies
here heard it and went to investigate and that was when the
chase started," he said.
According to Weathetly, the

name Levi Alexander, of
Springville. Tenn., was found
inside the truck; however officials could not say for certain
that Alexander was driving or
even in the vehicle or was
involved.
Murray Police Chief Ken
Claud said his officers were
involved in the chase from about
6-6:30 a.m. More than anything,
he said, MPD units were ensuring safety for vehicles on city
streets.
The truck, reportedly pulling
a flatbed trailer, went through
town and reportedly lost the
backhoe off the trailer during the
chase.
No information was available
by press time this morning
units
Calloway
regarding
involved in the chase.
Even with school bus service
in western Calloway County
being stopped three to four times
because of a high-speed chase
involving a semi tractor trailer,
no students arrived their intended campuses more than five to
TOM BERRY'Ledger & Times photc
10 minutes late this morning.
fied woman that was
an
unidenti
n
officer questio
Mike Johnson, transportation A member of the Henry County Sheriff's Department and another
ent theft from Fulton
equipm
heavy
alleged
and
Tenn.,
director for CallowAy Count) arrested in connection to a truck chase that ended near Puryear,
Schools, said none of the dis- County this morning.
trict's buses or its passengers
in the (sheriff's department) called
range ot and we didn't want our buses had witnessed the chase
were ever in any real danger as buses were within close
us to let us know what Was hapto stay getting in the way of that," said Progress.
pening." he added. "What was
the pursuit moved through the chase, enabling them
saw this as she was out
"She
to
alerted
first
was
who
Johnson.
Murray, Coldwater, Lynn Grove clear of the chase zone.
for us, though, is when
good
doing
up
and
bus
the
warming
"We tried to stop them three the situation shortly after 6 a.m.
and eventually Hazel. However,
her
for
ready
get
to
checks
her
the
in
drivers
his
of
one
when
he said stOppageS were ordered to four miles away, because
the area Hazel area called him to say she mute. Then, shortly thereafter,
at times when it was believed there were police cars in

BLUEGRASS POLL

Kentuckians
dislike plan
from Bush
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly half of Kentuckians
polled said they agree the Social
Security system needs major
changes or should be completely
rebuilt, but most disapprove of .
how President Bush is handling
the issue, a new poll says.
And 49 percent think the
president's plan for private
investment accounts for workers
under 55 is a bad idea, while 40
percent support it. according to a
Bluegrass Poll conducted by
The Courier-Journal and published Monday.
Another 42 percent said
Social Security works well and
needs only minor changes, and 2
percent didn't think any changes
were needed, the poll found. It
found that 32 percent said the
system is in need of major
changes, and another 17 percent
said the system needs a complete overhaul.
The telephone poll of 801
Kentucky adults was conducted
Feb. 3-9. Its margin of error was

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Tunes photo

Holly Cherry, owner of Cherry Tree Florist and Gifts,
prepares one of the many flower Valentine's Day
arrangements her business will be designing for customers around the Murray area Monday. Traditionally,
Valentine's Day is the busiest days for florists.
Cherry estimated that her business will fill between
400 and 500 orders by the time today is over.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The state's highest court
refused to hear the case between
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court and the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital — effectively
ending a legal battle of almost
four years about the hospital's
private foundation.
The Kentucky Supreme
order
an
Court entered
Wednesday refusing to review a
Kentucky Court of Appeals
decision from 2003 that said the
hospital board did not have
authority to transfer public
funds to the Community
Healthcare Foundation.
In its original lawsuit, the fiscal court claimed transferring
$1.35 million in public hospital
funds to the foundation violated
the state constitution. The lawsuit, which was filed in May
2001, also alleged the foundation was cremed to avoid
Kentucky's open meetings and
records laws.
In light of the court decision.
the governing bodies must
approve the transfer of hospital
funds because MCCH is jointly
owned by the city and county
governments. Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
said the foundation, which was
formed in 1997 as a tax-exempt
corporation., should be held

accountable for its spending.
"I thouga all along we were
right from a legal standpoint, but
you can't help to wonder if politics would ever become part of
the process," said Elkins, who.
along with Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing, serves on the hospital
board with 10 other members
who are nominated through the
Murray City Council and
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
"I am glad to see the judicial
system worked and the people in
this county don't have to worry
about the hospital's assets being
moved without the authority of
elected officials, who are directly accountable to the people."
Calloway Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust ruled Oct. 21,
2002, transferring the money did
not violate state law but the
Kentucky Court of Appeals disagreed. In 1998, the initial foundation investment included 5
percent of the hospital's net
profit from the 1997-98 fiscal
year. a measure the board
approved, as well a physician's
bequest left to the hospital and
leftover money from the hospital's self-insurance fund.
In all, more than $3 million
has been transferred, according
to the appellate court's opinion.
which was issued Nov. 7, 2003.
The money has been held in an
investment account and will go
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hack to the
hospital
unless the
governing
bodies
decide otherwise.
While
Randy
Hutchens is
Elkins
longer
no
county attorney, the fiscal court retained him
to continue on the foundation
matter. He said he hopes to be at
the fiscal court's Tuesday meeting to update the magistrates on
the case, but he has a potential
scheduling conflict.
"We're glad it's over."
Hutchens said. "We've been
v i ndicated."
The hospital's Board of
Trustees approved a proposed
reorganization of the foundation
at its Dec. 29 meeting. Board
members have since received
draft bylaws to consider.
- "I am satisfied that when we
do reorganize the foundation, it
will be legal and focus on providing healthcare to the community." Elkins said.
Board attorney Chip Adams
said the board is likely to consider its next steps conceming
the foundation at its next meet-
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live in dorms receive
meningitis vaccine that lasts
years longer than the old one
and prevents people from being
carriers of the bacteria.
recommendation
The
Thursday was an about-face
from previous policy and was
prompted largely by a new vaccine. Menactra, made by Sanofi
Pasteur. ,The new vaccine is
effective for more than eight
years. while the old one lasted
just three to five years. The old
vaccine also didn't prevent people from being carriers.
The panel also is advising
doctors to give the shot to all 11to 12-year-old children and that
it be provided to at least 4 million children eligible under the
federal children's vaccines program.
The recommendations by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Advisory
Prevention's
Committee on Immunization
Practices are subject to review

panel's recommendations generally are followed and will now
go out to physicians.
Because each dose is expected to cost about $100 and only
3,000 cases of meningococcal
meningitis are reported each
year, "it won't save money,"
said Mark Messonier, an economist with the CDC who helped
develop a cost-effectiveness
study of the plan.
"It is a strategy that will save
lives," he said.
The action will be welcome
tonrnts of college students
si e meningitis can spread rapidly through dorms. And it will
ease'the mind of Lynn Bozof of
Marietta, Ga., who has been lobbying for such action.
Her 20-year-old son Evan
died of bacterial meningitis in
1998 when he was a student at
Georgia Southwestern State
University.
Hours after complaining of a
headache, he was hospitalized.
He died weeks later after suffering complications including
damage to his brain, lungs and
liver, and amputation of all of
his limbs.
Had her family known about
the vaccine, "Evan would definitely have been immunized. He
would be alive today," Lynn
Bozof said.
"If this were a more minor
illness, no, I couldn't justify it,"
said vaccine panel member, Dr.
Gregory Poland of the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn. "But
this is such a morbid disease, it
causes such disruption. Every
time there is a case, communities panic, it closes schools
down."

points. Percentages are rounded
and may not total 100 percent.
"I don't think the Social
Security plan is working, and we
need changes," said Trudy
Fields of Mount Olivet in
Northern Kentucky. Fields
responded to the poll and agreed
to be interviewed afterward. "1
don't think anybody under 30
will invest it the right way. Very
few people will."
Floyd Keith, 36, of Mayfield,
thinks Bush is on the right track.
"I think I can have better luck
handling my money than the
government could ever take care
of it," he said.
The Bush administration has

said the program will begin to
run a deficit in 2018 and by
2042, it will only be able to pay
73 percent of promised benefits.
Bush has proposed allowing
workers under 55 to divert a significant portion of their payroll
taxes into personal investments
in stocks and bonds. Making up
the difference, however, could
cost $1.5 trillion to $2 trillion.
Bush has not said how the transition costs would be funded.
In the Bluegrass Poll,' only 40
percent of respondents said such
private accounts would be a
good idea; 49 percent consider
them a bad idea, and 11 percent
had no opinion.

Jack Henchy, a retiree who
lives in eastern Jefferson
County, said he won't be affected by changes in Social
Security, but "if I put myself in
the shoes of someone 25 or 30
years old, the idea of having my
own personal account appeals to
me — depending, of course, on
what the details are."
The poll also found:
of
percent
• Sixty
Republicans approve of Bush's
Social Security plan, while 65
percent of Democrats disapprove.
•Young people (ages 18 to
34) were evenly split on the
plan, while people 50 and older
oppose the plan by a 2-to-1 margin.

•Chase.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees nominating committee will meet at 3 p.m. today at
the hospital to review names
of board member candidates
II The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes items about
Saratoga Springs, which is
being developed on Wiswell
Road, and a public hearing for
a rezoning request at 411 N.
10th St.
•'The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in regular session Tuesday 'at 7 p.m.
at the Weaks Community
Center. The agenda includes
a report on litigation between
the Community Foundation
and fiscal court.
O The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
a public hearing to review the
conditional use permit for four
non-related people living in a
single-family residential zone
at 803 N. 17th St. as well as
several dimensional variance
requests for property on
Chestnut Street.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1 91 6.

04

II Court...
From Front
ing, which is scheduled for Feb.
23. Elkins said as long as the
hospital and its assets aren't separated, how the money is spent
is a board decision.
"I am one of 12 board members and have my ideas about
how it will best be spent,"
Elkins. said, "but that's not
important if it goes to community healthcare."

From Front
most of this was happening, we
didn't have any of our buses on
the road yet. Even when we did
have to call them to stop, it was
for more than two or three buses
at a time, so things were still
running smoothly.
"I'm just glad nobody was
hurt, and that goes for everybody. This could've been really
bad."
Johnson said a police-band
radio at his office also allowed
officials to stay in tune with
what was happening. Officials
with Murray schools were also
alerted to the situation.
A police dog from the Graves
County Sheriffs Department was
removed from the chase after
apparently losing track of the
suspect near a roadway.
Police arrested and interrogated an as-yet-unidentified
woman who apparently was
with the suspect or, possibly, the
driver of the truck.
The chase led Murray and
Calloway County police south
on U.S. 641 to Hazel, then east
on Stateline Road around 7 a.m.
this morning before heading
south on Highway 1497 into
Tennessee.
Staff writers John Wright and
Kristin Taylor contributed to
this story.
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Graves County Sheriff's Deputy Jeremy Prince and a
on foot
police dog return from a search for a man that fled
trailer
tractor
speed
high
a
on
police
in after leading
counother
several
and
County
ay
Callow
h
throug
chase
ties early this morning.

Definition: to place confidence or assured reliance on the character,
ability, strength or truth ofsomeone or something.

onal, depends on TRUST.
TRUST is the cornerstone on which cooperation stands.

Every successful relationship, whether personal 01- professi

WHO BROKE THE TRUST?
tely reported required
L: The Murray Independent School District has inaccura
Average Daily Attendance data for at least SIX YEARS.
answered the question:
LI The Murray Independent School District STILL has not
SO INACCURATE FOR
WHY WERE MURRAY'S OUT OF DISTRICT STUDENT LISTS
SO LONG?
to KDE.
IL: It was Murray's responsibility to provide accurate data
figures.
Calloway TRUSTED Murray to provide accurate attendance

Trus‘i is notfree! Trust is earned!
explanation would be the
The TRUST of our community and sister school system has been violated. An
ts and community!
first step on a long road back toward earning the TRUST of our students:Iparen
Paidfor with private fundsfmm Citizensfor TRUTH, Marty Futrell, Chair
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Former P.M. killed in Beirut explosion

South Korea says
it's too early to
declare North Korea
a 'nuclear state'
SEOUL,South Korea(AP)— South Korea's point man on the
North cautioned Monday that it would be premature to declare
North Korea a nuclear power despite its claim to having atomic
weapons.
Unification'Minister Chung Dong-young noted North Korea
has yet to conduct a nuclear test, unlike other nuclear powers
such as India and Pakistan.
"I believe it is early for us to call the North a nuclear state,"
when it has not been independently confirmed, Chung said in a
speech to parliament.
The secretive communist nation announced Thursday that it
has built nuclear weapons and was staying away from international disarmament talks.
The claim dramatically raised tensions in the two-year standoff over the North's nuclear ambitions. He said even senior U.S.
officials who have pushed for a hard line on North Korea have
said it's not clear if North Korea really has such arms.
Chung, the South's point man on Pyongyang, noted Korea has
said it has atomic weapons at least 10 times since 2003.
"It's definite that North Korea possesses 10 to 14 kilograms of
plutonium that can make one or two nuclear weapons," he said.
However, he said there was no "conclusive evidence that North
Korea made plutonium bombs" with the material, but that other
countries suspect North Korea has one or two nuclear bombs.
Chung urged North Korea to embrace the spirit of denuclearization, saying it will "be difficult for North Korea to
become a trusted member of the international community if it
holds and develops nuclear weapons."
Also Monday, South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun
received a report from his top security aides about the North's latest statement on its nuclear program, and ordered them to "carefully handle" the issue, Roh's office said without giving further
details.
Opposition lawmakers were skeptical 'about Chung's optimism over the nuclear situation and charged that the government
was not pushing the North hard enough to return to the negotiating table.
"When a father wants his son to quit smoking ... shouldn't he
stop giving his son money to buy cigarettes?" said Hong Joonpyo of the main opposition Grand National Party. "Peaceful resolution is good, but the government lacks concrete measures."
South Korean Foreign Minister Ban Ki-moon was scheduled
to meet Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice on Monday in
Washington amid U.S efforts to coax North Korea back to sixnation talks on ending the North's nuclear program.
North Korea accuses the United States of planning to invade
and says it needs nuclear weapons to defend itself. Washington
denies it intends to attack and insists that the communist North
return to the talks, which also involve South Korea, China.
Russia and Japan.
The parties have also urged Beijing — Pyongyang's last major
ally and a key supplier of food and energy to the impoverished
country — to use its influence over North Korea. China pledged
it
over the weekend to try to revive the talks and on Monday said
help.
for
was reaching out to Russia
with
"The Chinese side will make the utmost effort to work
of
process
the
promote
to
Russia.
including
the related parties,
the six-party talks," Chinese Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing told
his Russian counterpart Sergey Lavrov in a telephone call.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Ralik Hariri, a billionaire who
helped rebuild his country after
decades of war but resigned as
prime minister last fall after a
sharp dispute with Syria, was
killed Monday in a massive
bomb explosion that tore
through his motorcade.
At least nine other people
were killed and 100 wounded in
the blast. It raised immediate
fears that Lebanon — largely
peaceful since the 1990 end of
its civil war — was headed
toward a new and bloody chapter in its differences with Syria,
which maintains about 15,000
troops in the Country.
At least 20 cars were set on
fire in a blast that devastated the
front of the famous St. George
Hotel, blowing off balconies,
and damaged a British bank and
the Phoenicia Hotel along the
Mediterranean waterfront.
The 12:55 p.m. (5:55 a.m.
EST)explosion was so powerful
that Hariri's motorcade of bulletproof vehicles was left a burning wreck and a 30-foot crater
was gouged in the street. It was
not immediately known whether
the explosives had been planted
in a car or a building.
Former Economy Minister
Basset Fleihan, a member of
parliament in Hariri's bloc, was
severely wounded and admitted
to the intensive care unit of the
American University Hospital,
said another pro-Hariri legislator, Atef Majdalani. Hariri's own
Future TV reported that Fleihan
was in critical condition and the
hospital was prepanng to transfer him abroad.
Hariri, 60, had moved toward
the opposition camp after leaving office in October — in large
part because of a dispute concerning Syria's controversial
role in Lebanon. Hariri had
rejected a Syrian-backed insistence that a rival politician,
President Emile Lahoud, remain
in office as president for a
longer period.
Syrian dominates Lebanon
politically and militarily, and

AP Photc

Minister Rafik Hariri
An injured man is carried in Beirut, Lebanon today. Former Prime
on BeirUfs famed
de
motorca
his
ravaged
that
on
explosi
bomb
was killed in a massive
were set on fire in a
seafront corniche Monday, a Cabinet minister said. At least 20 cars
off balconies.
blowing
blast that devastated the front of the famous St. George Hotel,
and damaged a British bank and the Phoenicia Hotel.
their own political future, free
from violence, and intimidation
and free from Syrian occupation,".White House spokesman
Scott McClellan said.
Syrian President Bashar
Assad said he "condemned this
action,"
criminal
horrible
according to SANA. Syria's
official news agency. Assad
urged the Lebanese people to
reject those who plant "schism
among, the people- during this
"'critical situation."
In Paris, Lebanon's most
prominent exile, former army
commander Gen. Michel Aoun.
blamed Syria for the bombing
and what he called the "feeble
regime imposed by Syria" for
the assassination.
"I think all these together are
behind this crime," AoUn told
Al-Arabiya TV, which is based
in Dubai.

Hariri was careful to avoid
openly defying Damascus,
although his wealth and prominence could have made him a
formidable opponent. New elections are expected in April and
May, but no date has been set.
The United States has strongly criticized Syria's interference
in Lebanon.
assassination
Hariri's
removes a main political buffer
in a country divided among an
opposition strongly opposed to
Syria's role, and the pro-Syrian
government camp.
The White House paid tribute
to Hariri as a man who"-worked
tirelessly to rebuild a free, indeprosperous
pendent . and
Lebanon."
'This murder today is a terrible reminder that the Lebanese
people must be able to pursue
their aspirations and determine
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There was no credible claim
of responsibility. Arab broadcaster Al-Jazeera said its Beirut
office received a call from
somebody who said a previously
unknown group had kilIed
Hariri.
French President Jacques
Chirac, a friend of Hariri, condemned the attack and demand
ed an international investigation
into the killing, saying in a statement that Hariri represented
"the indefatigable will of independence. freedom and dema.
racy- for Lebanon.
Hariri, a Sunni Muslim.
served 10 of 14 years in the
postwar period starting in 1992
winning three separate
elections.
An emergency Cabinet meeting was called and Lebanon's
supreme defense council were
in session.
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CAPITOL IDEAS
By Joe Biesk
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revenue package that included
taxes on liquor dealers and distillers, additional fees on billiards tables and special taxes
on tobacco, according to the
Moments in Legislative History.
Disputed elections — like
the one between Republican
Dana Seum Stephenson and
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cial."
'compile them in advance of the
Last year, during the 2004
daily
Each
.
session
legislative
General Assembly, one item in
moment is also illustrated with
particular caused Edmonds to
the agency's artifacts.
make a dramatic statement on
But they're not "this-day-inthe House floor. Edmonds had
history" types of facts. Instead,
read one entry that referred to
the moments are more like
the Day Law of 1904, which
highlights from previous legiswas named after its sponsor,
latures, Winter said.
Rep. Carl Day of Breathitt
And history does seem to
County.
have a way of repeating itself.
The Day law, which was
For instance, tax proposals
at Berea College,
aimed
are nothing new in the legisla
segregation in
ded
deman
ture.
schools.
ky's
Kentuc
l
In 1865, the Genera
apologized for his
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a
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Edmon
that,"
support schools.
do
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me
cator, said."God told
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's tax
I
proud
it and I did it and I'm
plan seems to have a tinge of
did that.
deja vu to it as well — and not
time
second
the
it's
e
just becaus
Joe Biesk is a statehouse
he's proposed it. Back in 1897,
reporterfor The Associated
Gov. William 0. Bradley asked
Press.
the General Assembly to pass a

I-RANK1-ORT, Ky. LAP) —
Kentucky didn't ratify the 13th
Nmendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which officially
abolished slavery, until 1976.
The General Assembly first
approN ed Kentucky's infamous
oath of office — the one where
,.•lected officials and lawyers
inut swear they have never
taken part in a duel — back in

475.14
Numbers — whether they
represent dollars or students —
are at the core of the ongoing
enrollment dispute between the
local school
districts.
Here's
another number: $475.14.
That's how
much money
m husband
and I paid to
Murray.
Taylor
Independent
Made
Schools in
By Kristin
2004 in propTaylor
erty and utili- Ledger & Times
ty taxes. We
Staff Writer
aren't parents
yet and neither of us
attended Murray schools.
But I believe in public education.
My dad is a retired elementary and middle school principal. My mom is a fifth-grade
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Our Elected Officials
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"
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whiffield (R-Ky.)

301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

gton. D.C. 20510
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washin
1-202-224-4343
te.gov
wwwjim bunning @ bunning.sena

.)
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky
Washington. D.C. 20510

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley lrc.ky.gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

1-800-372-7181
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

teacher. My aunt was my AP
English teacher in high school.
My grandma worked for a
board of education.
I'm a product of education.
I endured part of KERA and
earned a distinguished rating on
my senior writing portfolio. I
graduated from Oldham County
High School in 1997 with 254
other people.
I learned how to write in
complete sentences, and even
how to explain math problems
and solutions in words — not
just numbers. I cheered for the
Colonels, mailily at basketball
and football games.
Public education is about
community. It takes many more
than one person or even one .
board to make the system work.
But the system — in this case
either system — isn't going to
work when people can't get
along.
I understand the complexity
of tIte conflict here. That's not

to say I know
have been di ssed behind
closed doors. just know i e
issue runs deep — int school
I srooms,
budgets, throu
church,
around
homes
h
throug
es and businesses, and ultimately into the hearts and minds of
people directly involved.
Then there's the people who
aren't directly involved. But in
a community like this, everyone
has something at stake. For me,
it started with $475.14 and
some overtime hours at work.
But, more importantly, I've
seen friends pitted against
friends and neighbors against
neighbors in a dispute that has
been more about pointing fingers than finding a solution.
Yes, something needs to
change. It's not fair to anyone
— parents, students, teachers,
residents — that Murray's nonresident enrollment has been
misreported for at least six
years. Obviously new policies
need to be implemented to pre-

m ev happening
vent this
a fine
ain. Mu y wil
stake does not come
without consequences — and
surely have better record-keeping strategies from here on out.
OK,if I was a Calloway
board member, I would want an
explanation too. Actually, as a
taxpayer, I want an explanation.
It's not about placing blame,
but it is about figuring out how
this ever happened
The relationship between the
two districts is bound to be
affected. Parents may have less
choice about which school to
enroll their children. But L,akers
and Tigers will keep on challenging each other to be better
— on the court and in the classroom.
Among reading and writing,
children learn about conflict
resolution andcommunication.
It's time to put those lessons in
practice, for the sake of the kids
and every other Calloway
County resident.

Condi could be the Anti-Hillary
Iraq will
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Cold War world.
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groups that,
three
from
vote
his
custom
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tion base of the
entour
the
t
tive-ac
withou
affirma
together. account for about a
ary for secretaries of state, on
GOP.
third of the American electime, mapping out in advance
America longs to put the
torate: African-Americans,
her first six months of travel.
period on the disgraceful chapRice is a new force in American Hispanics and single white
ter in our nation's history that
women.
politics.
began when the first slaves
Rice would cut deeply into
As the Republican Party
arrived at Jamestown, Va..
any Dgmocrat's margin among
casts about for a viable presialmost 400 years ago.
these three groups and would,
dential candidate in 2008 to
We also want to send a mesmost especially, deny Clinton
keep Sen. Hillary Rodham
sage to every girl, and every
the strong support she would
Clinton (D-N.Y.) out of the
African-American or Hispanic
otherwise receive from each of
White House, attention will
baby, that there is no ceiling
them.
inevitably focus on Rice, the
and that you can rise as far as
As a social conservative and
woman who may stand between
your ability will carry you.
religious person, she)
deeply
ncy.
Clinton and the preside
The day Condi Rice is sworn
would face no bar in winning
Since President Bush's sucin as president, regardless of the
the votes of the Christian right.
cess in Iraq has laid the basis
fate of her administration, that
so crucial to winning the
Mddle
the
in
tion
for negotia
message and the punctuation of
Republican nomination.
East, there is eveg_preSpecir
our history of racism will be
Unlike former Republican
that Rice may preside over a
obvious.
York Mayor Rudy
New
catalyz
in
h
triump
atic
diplom
Of course, she isn't running
Giuliani and Sen. John McCain
ing the discussions between
— nor is there any indication
(R-Ariz.), both of whom could
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
that she is harboring thoughts
probably win in November, she
Sharon and Palestinian
of a candidacy.
would be very attractive to the
President Mahrnoud Abbas.
But as her visibility increaspro-life, anti-gun-control, antiThe firm American stand in

Sen. Hillary Clinton
D-N.Y.
c,, so will her viability. It may
Just be possible to draft Condi
into the race.
A draft-Condi movement
seems almost antiquated in this
era of ambitious and self-promoting candidates, but it may
well fill a deep need in the electorate to vote for someone who
is running in response to a genuine call of the people.
Condi Rice is a work in
progress. Her rise has been
impelled by her merits and
achievements rather than any
efforts on her part to curry
favor in the media.
She is still working and still
progressing. But keep your eye
on this political star. It. is rising
and may one day be ascendant.
Dick Morris was an adviser
to Bill Clinton for 20 years.
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Obituaries
Clarence C. Boren

Anthony Casurella

y.
Anthony Casurella, 81, Fairway Drive, Benton, died Saturda
Feb. 12.2005, at 12:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a member of Free Methodist Church,
Atirora Ill., had been pastor of churches for 20
years; was a 20-year chaplain for Mercy Center
Hospital, Aurora, Ill.; was a 10-year chaplain t or
Marshall County Detention Center. He was a
graduate of Seattle Pacific College, and received
his master's degree in social work in Chicago.
and master's degree in guidance counseling in
Peoria, Ill.
Casurella
One son, Anthony Casurella, and three brothers all preceded him in death. He was the son of
la and Theresa Orrico Casurella.
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Clarence E. Boren, 91, Story Avenue, Murray, died Sunday, Feb.
13, 2005, at 11:50 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
He retired as a fire inspector for the City of
Murray after over 18 years of service. He was a
member of Memorial Baptist Church. Murray
Lodge No. 105 Fret and Accepted Masons and
Scottish Rite Lodge., Evansville, Ind.
Born Aug. 16, 1913 in Stewart County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late Henry Douglas Boren
and Edith Futrell Boren. Also preceding him in
Boren
death were two brothers, Cecil Boren and Clyde
Boren.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillie Mae Inman Boren, to
whom he was married Sept. 1. 1946; one son. Ray Glenn Boren and
R.
wife, Karen, West Paducah; two grandchildren, Christopher
h.
Paduca
West
Boren,
Sue
a
Boren, Draffenville, and Amand
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalocke
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr. Jim Simmons will be officiat
ry.
Cemete
Grove
Elm
Burial will follow in the
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
funer(Monday). Masonic rites will be conducted at 7 tonight at the
al home.
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WOOSTER, Ohio — David
Montgomery has been named
to the dean's list for the fall
,..,semester at The College of
'Wooster.
Montgomery. a sophomore •
Spanish major. achieved a grade
point average of 3.5 or above.
A graduate of Murray High
School. Murray, Ky., he is the
on of the Revs. David and
Ann Marie Montgomery of
Murray.
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Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Countrv Club will have their regularly scheduled Bridge play on
Wednesday.
Play will start at 9:15 a.m.
at the club house With Shirley
Jenstrom. phone 759-965& as
hostess.
Winners of Bridge play on
Feb. 9 were Jo Anne Auer.
first. and Lou Ann Philpot.
second. Janet Kirk served as
hostess last week.

SUBSCRIBE
Theatres
1006 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB 17
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Pooh's Heffalump Movie
G - 6:30 - 8:00 - 9:25
Boogeyman
PG13- 7:30 - 9:25
Hide And Seek
R - 7:05 - 9:20
Hitch
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:45
Wedding Date
PG13- 7:15 - 9:15
Phantoni Of The Opera
PG13 - 6:50 - 9:40
Coach Carter
PG13 - 9:30
Are We There Yet
PG - 7:25
Program Information Call 753-3314
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WEST POINT, N.Y. —
Cadet Andrew Evans Blackburn was named to the dean's
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RHS Loans

=1 For 1

YOU SHOIN US:
*Average credit not perfect)
*Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•10()% loan, no money doss n
*Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(270) 753-7407
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&mows!Vowel Wows

This year you've got a choice of 4 days
go celebrate Valentines...Friday, Feb. 11th,
Saturday, Feb. 12th, Sunday, Feb. 13th
or Monday. Feb. 14th!

18 oz. Sirloin with
Two Buffets and
Two Baked Potatoes!

Lir es ilap Wflw ir 11a/

COMING...

Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!

71b2 Cake ctactv
715 1 S. 12t1t St.(Aaoss from Food (iant)

Now In Progress
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Widths
AAAA's thru Double Wides
Located on Highway 121 South
Mayfield, KY
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Educatio
Winter educational meetings
are just around the corner to
assist producers as they consider
the coming crop season, according to a re:ease from the
Calloway County Extension
Office.
"Producers can learn new
techniques and important information as they prepare for
spring planting," said Bill
Green, Graves County extension
agent for agriculture and natural
resources.
There are three important
meetings about tobacco buyout
financial planning — Feb. 22 in
Sedalia at Sedalia Restaurant;

Feb. 23 in Paducah at the
McCracken County Extension
Office; and Feb. 24 in Murray at
the Holmes Family Restaurant.
Call 270-247-5225 to make
reservations. Each meeting is
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
On Feb. 22, at 6:30 p.m. there
will be a Tobacco Production
Meeting at Mayfield High
School.
For Soybean production,
there will be intensive training
on Asian Soybean Rust on Feb.
28 and March I. The Feb. 28
meeting will be at the Robert
Cherry Civic Center in Paducah,
and the March I meeting will be

at the Sedalia Restaurant. Both
run from 9 a.m. until I p.m.
For reservations call the
Calloway County Extension
Office by noon on Feb. 22 at
753-1452.
On March 7, the annual
Purchase Area Beef Production
Meeting will occur at the Graves
County High School from 5:30
p.m. until 8:30 p.m. Cost of
meal is $8 and register by Feb.
28.
The Tobacco Buyout meeting
will be March 17 at 6:30 p.m. at
the Marshall County Extension
Office in Benton.
The Callow ay County staff
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Pavilion at the Kentucky Fair & ics, feed and nutritional inforExposition Center, the National mation, grain handling and storFarm Machinery Show has only age equipment, outdoor power
gotten bigger and better with equipment, seeds and fertilizer,
tillage implements. tractors,
time.
Celebrating its 40th anniver- trucks and trailers.
sary Feb. 16-19, the NFMS conSpecific information about
tinues to provide attendees a top the show's exhibitors can be
quality experience through the found in the National Farm
products and services offer
Machinery Show Guides, proon the show floor, and its free duced by Farm Industry News.
seminars hosted by industry The show guides are available at
experts.
the entrance gates of KFEC and
This focus on quality h a s at any of the Farm Credit
kept nearly 300,000 people Services of Mid-America
returning to the four-day show Information Booths located
year after year.
throughout the facility.
Although the NFMS did not
In addition to gaining handsbegin until the late 1960s, the on access to the newest and most
show's origins actually date innovative products 0,1 the marback to the start of the 20th cen- ket today, attendees will also
tury with the beginning of the benefit from the selection of free
Kentucky State Fair.
seminars featuring some of the
Most commercial exhibitors industry's top experts.
at the far were agriculturally
To complement the seminars
related, and by 1940 the number
show floor, each day
and
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aspects of the fair should be sponsored by Syngenta.
Tickets are $26 and on sale,
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their own, ultimately producing now at the Freedom Hall Ticket
the NFMS at the Kentucky Fair Office and all Ticketmaster out& Exposition Center in 1966, lets. Friday and Saturday nights'
and since expanding into the pulls are sold out.
largest indoor farm show in
The Kentucky Fair &
America.
Exposition Center is located at
Today nearly 800 exhibitors the junction of 1-65 and 1-264,
fill more than one million square five miles south of downtown
feet of climate-controlled space Louisville. The NFMS exhibit
inside KFEC, allowing the halls are open daily from 9 a.m.
NFMS to display virtually every to 6 p.m. EST, and admission to
major line of agricultural equip- the show is free. Parking is $5.
ment under one roof.
For additional information,
Attendees can take advantage
the NFMS Hotline at 502call
of in-depth product compar004 or visit the official
367-5
soluer
discov
as
well
isons. as
at www.farmmachinsite
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w.org.
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Ag Career Fair is next week
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County
Calloway
The
Extension Office is open
Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. The phone number is
753-1452.

p.m. until 9 p.m. Those interested must preregister at the
Extension,Office at 1-270-7531452. Class size is limited and
the cost is $75.
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On Feb. 23, the Murray State State agriculture
host
will
School of Agriculture
the 2005 Career Fair from 9:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. on the third floor
of the Curris Center.
With approximately 40 companies planning to attend, this
event is designed to focus on
numerous agricultural career
opportunities. In addition, the
29th annual Alpha Zeta Awards
Banquet is also scheduled to folWoodmen's Flexible Premium and
low that evening. Outstanding
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ClaTURING?

support will get rn touch with an
agriculture and natural resources
agent while it has a vacancy.
Also, the Master Cattleman
Program will cover a variety of
aspects of beef production
including management skills,
forages, facilities and animal
behavior, genetics, nutrition,
reproduction. environmental
stewardship and industry issues,
herd health, end product and
marketing and profitability.
Dates are as follows — Feb. 14,
21, 28; March 7,14 and 21. The
location will rotate between
and
Marshall, k-Calloway.
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MX SERVICES INCLUDE.
owing Lawns *Leaf Removal
•Gutter Cleaning \.___
•Trimming Shrubs
t
•Ligh Landscaping .Mulching

GALLOWAY LAWN MOWING SERVICE
Larry Galloway
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Toyota Customer Cash
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Stock #75330

PUSH MOWERS
All For Only

$4495
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

or

•Lowest Fuel Cost in Its Class

Financing

$25,154
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John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag
Good thru March 15, 2005

Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing
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Peppers Discount
Toyota Customer Cash
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Check Air Pressure
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Your Cost,
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Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
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FREE pick-up & delivery
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Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
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Donna Scott &
Virginia Morgan
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Gift
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Certificates
isomers)

Licensed Manus;

Lori Shapprd
Certificate
$25 Gift

Janice Wilson
$13 Gift Card
Ginger's
Hallmark
Shoppof of Mum"
7S9,-,7511

Contest Rules

Each business will draw one winner on February 10, 2005,Winners will be
in the Murray Ledger & Times on February 14, 2005,There is no
PPea
purchase necessary and prizes may be picke
ing businesses and the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligibl
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MURRAY STATE 82- AUSTIN PEAY 73

FEBRUARY 14, 2005

Whitaker named
interim AD for
Murray State
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Dr. Bill Whitaker, associate
professor in the department of
industrial and engineering technology at Murray State University, has been named the
school's interim athletic director.
Whitaker will begin serving
in the temporary post on Feb.
26, upon the departure of Kenny
Roth, who is leaving athletic
administration to pursue a career
with Integrated Computer Solutions in Murray.

A faculty member at Murray State since 1975, Whitaker has been the faculty representative to athletics since 1998.
As the faculty rep. Whitaker serves as chair of the Intercollegiate Athletic Council,
which functions in an advisory capacity to the department
of athletics. The council has
faculty, staff, student and alumni representatives.
It is expected that a permanent director of athletics will
he hired by the end of February and in place by mid- to
late March.

Beach Blast

Miclelson rolls to
big win at Pebble
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
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into a helter-skelter game.
thing
this
down by 14 and then getting our crowd turn
tried to tell our kids.
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what
That's
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into it in the second half when
to try and just hold
not
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all-out' every day in practice. But this But
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stood
is the first time we've embodied going
In a complete reversal of the first
all-out in a game."
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Darnell Hopkins, a junior guard for
the Racers, goes up against Governors' defender Zac Schlader in
the second half Saturday at the
RSEC.
half. APSU struggled to get anything
going on the offensive end of the floor
after the break, shooting just 35 percent
(7-of-20). Meanwhile, the Racers heated
up to the tune of 66.7 percent shooting
(16-of-24).
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so alarming.
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Phoenix by a career-high- -five exception was a bogey when
strokes, Mickelson went wire- he missed the third green —
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"After
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the tee and being able to uti- Beach were the toughest. and
lize my wedge play, I feel like he only needed to get through
I'm able to make a lot more them with limited damage.
birdies," Mickelson said. "It
When he got to the 11th.
just seems like ... I don't want he smoked a drive down the
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it just feels a little bit easier." wedge into 18 feet and hit the
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for a birdie that pushed his
lifting Sunday. for sure.
lead back up to five.
Mickelson closed with a I

Cat Attack!

•See RACERS Page 3B

MSU pardons Lady Governors
Special to the Ledger
When visiting Austin Peay got
out to a 10-point lead in the first
half — not once, but four times
— the Murray State Lady Racers
keep their cool, using a 12-2 run
to tie the game late in the first
half and a 14-0 run midway 'through
the second half to help decide the
game, an 81-70 MSU win.
Senior guard Rebecca Remington became the 15th Lady Racer
to score 1,000 career points, reaching the milestone at halftime. Senior
forward Kaleena Miller — who
had never scored or rebounded in
double-figures before Saturday —
scored 15 points and grabbed 11
rebounds for her first career double-double.
Trailing 29-19 with 6:11 left in
the first half. MSU (9-14, 5-7
OVC) used a Remington basket. a
3-pointer by sophomore guard Ash-

ley Hayes and a layup by sophomore guard Gerraca Matthews to
pull to within three.
After two free throws by APSU's
Kera Bergeron. Remington hit a
triple and Hayes hit a jumper to
knot the game at 31-31 with 1:43
left in the period.
A jumper by Remington with
1:18 left in the half not only
brought Murray State to within a
point (34-33), but also tallied her
999th and 1,000 career points. MSU
trailed 35-33 at halftime.
In the second half, Austtri Peay
held the lead for much of the first
110 minutes of the period, though
the Lady Racers kept it close, taking two leads in the first six minutes.
With APSU leading 53-47 with
12:58 remaining in regulation. MSU
III See LADY RACERS Page 38
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

defensive rebound in
Murray State's Sheela Petty grabs a
action against Austin
the first half Saturday at the RSEC In
Peay.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Timos photo

Kentucky's Chuck Hayes (44) puts a shot up between
two Georgia defenders during the Wildcats' 60-51 victory over the Bulldogs Saturday at Rupp Arena. Hayes,
along with Patricl Sparks. led UK with 14 points.
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Murray State
University
OVC Standings
Samford
Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Tenngssee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Jacksonville State
Tennessee-Martin

QVC
9-3
8-4
8-4
8-4
7-5
7-5
6-6
5-7
4-8
2-10
2-10

All Como
14-9
134
13-10
13-10
15-8
9-15
11-15
10-13
10-13
7-18
5-18

Murray State vs. Tenn.-Martin
Tuesday, Feb. 15, 2005• 7:15 p.m.
Ky.
RSEC• Murray,paced
the Racers with 21

Tuesday, Feb. 15
Jacksonville St at Austin Peay - 7 p f
Murray St. vs. UT-Martin -7:15 p.m.
Thursday. Feb. 17
SEMO at Eastern Kentucky -630 p m
at Morehead St -6.45 p.m
Eastern
Samford at Austin Peay - 7 30 p m
-lax State at Tenn Tech -7 30 p m
Murray State at TSU -7:30 p.m.
Saturday. Feb. 19
Austin Peay at E Tenn State - 3 p m
Murray State at Rice -4 p.m.
Eastern III at Eastern Ky -6 pin
SEMO at Morehead State -6 45 p in
Samford at Tenn Tech - 7 30 p m
UT-Martin at Tennessee St - 7 30 p in

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger tile photo

Junior guard Darnell Hopkins (14), shown
here during a Jan. 18 game at TennesseeMartin, led the Racers in scoring against the
Skyhawks with 21 points on 8-of-16 shooting. Murray State placed five players in double figures and shot 57 percent for the contest in trouncing Martin 96-70.

UT-Martin Facts
Martin Tenn
Location
1900
Founded
6.000
Enrollment
Colors Royal Blue Orange 8 White
Elam Center 7.000
Arena
Dr Nick Dunagan
President
Phil Dane
AD
5-18
2004-05 Record
Lettenwinners ReturningiLost jil
5/0
Starters Returning/Lost

Head Coach
Bret
Campbell's
Record
at Martin
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05

10-19
10-18
15-14
14-14
10-18
5-18

Career
Record:
64-101

Campbell

Hopkins
points on 8-of-I6 shooting, including a
3-of-6 effort from 3-point range. MSU
placed five players in double figures.
followed
Witherspoon
Shawn
Hopkins with 20 points on 8-of-10
shooting, while center Charles Johnson
was 5-of-6 for 12 and Trey Pearson and
Reggie Jackson each added II.
The Racers destroyed Martin on the
boards, winning the rebounding battle
44-23.
When the two squads meet tomorrow night. Murray will be looking to
keep its hopes alive of earning the Ohio
Valley Conference's regular-season title
and the coveted No. 1 seed in next
month's OVC Tournament.
Meanwhile, the Skyhawks will 'be
battling to pull themselves out of a lastplace tie with Jacksonville State. Both
teams enter the week with identical 210 records in league play and'with little
to no chance to qualifying for the eightteam conference tournament.
Tuesday's game is the first of a season-ending four-game road trip for
UTM, which still has games left at
Tennessee State. Eastern Illinois and
SEMO. The Skyhawks will likely miss
the OVC Tournament for the second
straight year.

The last time these two teams metJan. 18 at Martin, Tenn.- the Racers
claimed their 25th victory in 27 all-time
meetings with the Skyhawks. hammering UTM 96-70 at the Elam Center.
Murray State started the game on fire
offensively, shooting 54 percent from
the floor in building a commanding 4927 lead by the halftime break.
The Racer edge ballooned to as
much as 31 points(69-38) in the second
half before MSU settled for the 26-point
victory. In that second half. Murray
bested its shooting percentage to 61 percent and finished the night hitting on 57
percent (37-of-64) of its field goal
attempts.
Martin's shooting woes in the first
half was enough to keep it from challenging the Racers in the second half.
UTM shot just 36 percent (1I-of-30) in
the opening 20 minutes. The Skyhawks
rebounded for a 51-percent effort in the
second half, but it was too little too late.
UTM center Cleve Woodfork led all
scorers with 24 points on the night on 8of-11 shooting. However, most of those
points came after the contest had
already been decided. Justin Smith (II)
and Will Lewis also reached double figures for the Skyhawks.
Junior backup guard Darnell

Probable tarters
Murray State
Keith Jenifer
Trey Pearson
Pearson Griffith
Issian Redding
Justin Orr

Pos.

Min.
29.6
32.2
13.7
19.6
19.5

Ppg.
7.2
15.1
3.3
8.2
3.9

FG%
.367
.454
.351
.430
.333

Asst.
4.0
3.5
0.4
0.6
1.2

Reb.
2.9
3.6
3.9
5.1
2.2

Tennessee-Martin
Jared Newson
Chris Carter
Jason Thompson
Tyler George
Justin Smith

Pos.

Min.
31.6
18.6
19.1
15.5
22.7

Ppg.
15.0
3.7
7.2
3.2
8.3

FG%
.419
.403
.458
.434
.341

Asst.
0.7
0.8
0.5
2.2
0.4

Reb.
6.9
2.7
4.9
1.9
2.2

,1 Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!:
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5 Dizziness
6 Sore Elbows
7 Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12.Muscle Spasms
13 Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
1 5. Tight Muscles
16.Aching Feet

This satire examination is
FREE.
11 you wont more tore and troatmont
we do ell the poporwork.

cco

759-1116
Call Now!
Bring This Coupon With You.

c care can relieve your
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropracti
$30.00 or more It will include
aches and pains This examination normally costs
al test, a blood pressure
a chiropractic orthopedic lest, a chiropractic neurologic
or excess motion in
test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted
consultation with the doctor
the spine, a muscle strengttiness test, and a pa-rate
to discuss the results
,
PATIENT AND ANY OTHER
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFiCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
OTHER SERVICES, EXAMIPAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OF AND WITHIN 72
NATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT
THE FREE SERVICE EXAMIHOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR
NATION OR TREATMENT

I

en
Tennessoe Tech 58,
MARTIN, Tenn. ork scored 1
Tennesseee a 17-point
t visiting Tennessee T
urday evening at the E
ter.
The Golden Eagles took
18 lead with 18:32 left aft
lie Jenkins' 3-pointer a
led 46-30 with 11:35 to
Y.
But the Skyhawks went or)..
ttrti
18-0 run capped by aFu
int play from former
City standout Aaron Ferret
tied the contest at 48fit
could never regain the
d.
Samford 73,
rehead Stat., 44
RM1NGHAM, Ala.
an Boerian was perfect
field goal attempts for 1
-points, leading Samford to
rout of Morehead State.
J. Robert Merritt, who hit
of-9 attempts from behind
arc, scored 13 points and
Randall Gulina added 1244
the Bulldogs, who now s
atop the OVC standSamford hit 68
Its shots in the first haft
had at 52 percent for
e.
paced'
Reed
Josh
rehead with 11 points.
Jacksonville State 70,
Eastern Kentucky 55
JACKSONVILLE. Ala. Walker Russell scored 16
points and dished out seven
the
lead
to
assists
Gamecocks to a 15-point
upset of the Colonels.
Four other JSU players
reached double figures, as the
Gameocks built a 33-18 halftime lead and coasted to the
victory in the second half.
kactwan tismagigilim.11103611
with 18' points, while Zach
Ingies tossed in 12. JSU
pounded the Colonels on the
glass, 41-29.

S.

(No Obligation- Nothing To Pay)
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
R SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
DANGE
16

th

s
Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Location
Dr. Heskett & Family

, INC.
HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
KY 42071
SS• MURRAY,
1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPA
See You Healthy!

200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

We Love To
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We've Got All Your
LocalSports Covered...

PON't MISS A THING!
MOM 10PAY!
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Your

• The Notebook Diaries
• Raise Your Voice
• Saw • Taxi

Tues., Feb. 22
• Around The Bend
• I 410 Huckbees

Tues., March 3
• Bambi •Exorcist The
Vii
711 N. 12th St. • Chestnut Hills Shopping Can* • ?Away • (270) 7534670
Sun.-Thurs. 10 P.m.- II p.m. • Fri. & Sot. 10 a.m.-Midnight
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LSCOREBOARD

From Page 1B

After struggling in the first
half, guard Trey Pearson continued to follow the plight of
AMIN PEAT(0-16)
his teammates — rebounding
Ouiden 4-5 2-2 10, Schlader 1-5 5.67
from a 2-of-9 effort to shoot
Hampton 9-14 2-2 27, Davis 3-10 8-9
haurance
14, Babb/Igloo 2-4 6-6 12. Carmichael
the
during
5-of-7
a blistering
0-0 04)0, Wnght 1-1 0-02, Isom 0-0 1.
7finished
He
rally.
Murray
t
your
AUTO
Nobody can protec
2 1. Hunter 0-1 0-0 0 Young 0-0 0-0 0
of-16 from the field, includTotals 20-40 24-27 73
any better than we can!
MURRAY ST.(13-9)
ing 5-of- I 2 from 3-point range,
•
753-3415
KY
Murray,
•
St.
12th
S.
211
Van Haverstock
Orr 3-8 4-4 12, Redding 4-9 2-3 10,
to lead the Racers with ,-Z2
Griffith 1-1 0-22 Pearson 7-16 3-4 22.
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
points.
Janitor 1-4 7-10 9. Dansby 0-1 0-0 0.
re
Hopluns 2-5 1-26. Witherspoon 4-53sophomo
n
ot-2
Associatio
6-fo
Basketball
The
National
n
Associatio
National Basketbell
4
12 Jackson 3-3 1-1 7, Johnson 1-2
All Times CST
in
AN Times CST
tal
transfer was instrumen
0-02 Totals 26-54 21-30 82
WESTERN CONFERENCE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
directing MSU from the point
Halftime — Austin Peay 38-24 3SoutMebst Division
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
Point Goals — Austin Peay 9-16
position when fellow backcourt
L Pct GB
W
—
40 12.769
(Hampton 7-10, Babbington 2-4, Davis
San Antonio
—
Boston
26 26 500
AP Photo Mates Keith Jenifer and Dar33 16.673 5 1/2
Dallas
0-2). Murray St 9-24 (Pearson 5-12
25 26.490 1/2
Philadelphia
9
31 21.596
Houston
Orr 2-4, Witherspoon 1 -1 Hopkins 1 4,
22 29.431 31/2
New Jersey
In this video image released by CBS, former baseball nell Hopkins were sidelined
10
30 22.577
Memphis
trouble.
5
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21 31 404
Minutes
with
Dansby 0-1 Reading 0-21 Fouled Out
Toronto
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by
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intervi
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o
Cansec
Jose
slugger
10 41.19629 1/2
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New York
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pressure
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not
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York.
Northwest Division
host Mike Wallace, Tuesday, Feb. 1 in New
Southeast Division
Austin Peay 21 (Ourden. Schlader 5)
L Pet GB
W
W
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his
Murray St 34 (Griffith, Jeniter 61
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y
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o
Cansec
—
35 14.714
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—
39 14 736
Miami
insisted. "We just setPearson
Assists — Austin Peay 16 (Davis 61,
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g
injectin
1/2
and
25 27.48111
Minnesota
30 20 600 7 1/2
during his major league career
Washington
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27 24 529
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34018
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17
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Utah
27
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Atlanta
of baseballs
I have to give my teammates
Pacific Division
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the first player to hit 70 home runs in a single sea- credit. They set some real good
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W
"We don't have a lot of
W
L Pct GB
—
40 12.769
Phoenix
—
30 19.612
son.
picks for me and got me open." depth." Loos noted. "It does
Detroit
33 18.647 6 1/2
Sacramento
1
29' 20 592
Cleveland
The Racers also dominated take its toll over the course
25 24510131/2
L.A Lakers
5
24 23.511
Chicago
23 28.45116 1/2
on the boards, out-rebounding of a game."
L.A. Clippers
24 26.480 6 1/2
Indiana
14 37275251/2
Golden State
20 28.417 9 1/2
Milwaukee
Peay 34-21.
"We really thought we could
our rebounding wear them down with our
thought
"I
Saturday's Games
Monday's Game.
was a major factor," Cronin depth." Cronin added.
Philadelphia 112, Orlando 99
New York at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Detroit 107, Washington 86
"I told our guys that
claimed.
The Racers ended what had
Portland at Charlotte, 6 p.m.
Milwaukee 113, Atlanta 83
By The Associated Press so many years, that it can make we had to do three things in been a grueling week on a
Milwaukee at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Sunday's Games
an average athlete a super ath- the second half to win this game. high note. Murray began its
Washington at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Miami 96, San Antonio 92
Jose Canseco says he and
Utah at Phoenix. 8 p.m.
lete. It can make a super athChicago 87, Minnesota 83
"The first thing we had to five-game homestand with a win
fellow slugger Mark McGwire lete incredible. Just legendary."
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Cleveland 103, L.A. Lakers 89
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6
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The interview was broad- ly, we -had to execute and let 5, but dropped its next two to
Indiana 76. Memphis 73
a& teammates on the Oakland
New Jersey at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
Toronto 109, LA Clippers 106
Sunday on CBS, one day our offense work by playing Southeast Missouri State and
cast
Sacramento at Chicago, 7:30 p.m
Athletics, but had at least one
New York 102. Charlotte 99
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& How Baseball Got Big."
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Phoenix 106, Golden State 102 OT
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SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Karl Malone still looks capa- a major league-caliber player the subject of steroids as casu- to be a major factor. Austin Cronin, who kept his team in
ble of playing in the NBA.
without using the drugs.
al shop-talk.
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Canseco: Steroids made
baseball career possible

Malone announces retirement
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Lady Racers ...
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Toyos Clinic is open for LASIK eye surgery in Paris.
Better vision is closer than you think. Call Toyos Clinic
today for a free consultation and receive $1,000 off a

custom cornea LASIK procedure! To learn

more, see

your First Focus doctor.

fusbcus
ToyosClinic
rowan Sp•Coalitta

*Free consultation must be performed by March 31,2005.

• www.toyosclinic.com
224 Memor:al Drive • Paris, TN 38342 • 731-660-3937 • 888-315-EYES
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scored the next 14 points
over a span of 3:42, taking a
61-53 lead with 8:54 left.
"I was very happy with the
way we played," said Murray
head coach Joi Felton. "We
asked our players to attack the
paint, and they did that. We
asked our players to play
aggressively, and they came
through for us."
Remington also got a double-double for Murray State,
scoring a game-high 21 points
and grabbing 10 rebounds to
go with three assists and two
steals. Hayes put in 16 points
and had eight rebounds to go
with a co-game-high four
assists.
The battle between the top
two 3-point shooters in the

rib

I I RST RFSIDIN•1 lAt.•
!i'ort9:19c

Network

Inc

dist win/ tn,,rieuee /ending

Purchases --

t

conference was a draw. as Hayes
hit four three in 12 shots behind
the arc and APSU's Kera Bergeron also launched four treys
in 11 shots.
Freshman guard Shaleea
Petty also handed out a cogame-high four assists, while
Miller swiped a game-high four
steals.
Austin Peay was paced by
Bergeron's 20 points. Ashley
Haynes had APSU's doubledouble with 11 points and a
game-high 18 rebounds.
Murray out-rebounded APSU
51-41 — 25-20 in the second
half. The 51 rebounds is a season-high for the Lady Racers.
Austin Peay had 14 turnovers
to MSU's seven, with a 10-2
second-half tally. The Lady Rac-

mance -

Deht Consolidation

Far Free Estimate and .ippraisal ('all:
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ers went 16-for-2.1. from the
line in the latter period. to
APSU's 7-for-12 second-halt
effort.
Murray State closes out its
five-game homestand on Tuesday against Tennessee-Martin
at 5:15 p.m. As the final regular-season home game. the
three seniors on the Lady Racer
roster — Miller. Remington
and Atshley Smith. — will he
honored prior to the tip-off.
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AP Photo
with eight awards at the 47th Annual
Producers Phil Ramone, left, and John Burk pose
in Los Angeles. The pair accepted the
Grammy Awards on Sunday at the Staples Center
album, "Genius Loves Company."
awards posthumously for Ray Charles for his final

Grammys love 'Genius Loves Company'
The victories highlighted the
astounding success of "Genius
Loves Company." which has
sold more than two million
copies — the most of Charles'
60-plus albums.
"I'm going to cry, actually."
Jones said as she accepted the
trophy for record of the year. "I
think it just shows how wonderful music can be."
U2 won three awards, including best rock performance by a
duo or group. Green Day. the
most nominated rock act with
six for their politically charged
punk opera "American Idiot."

NEKESA MUMBI
MOODY
AP Music Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Ray
Charles had a legendary career
that defied categorization and
influenced generations of artists
— but he never had one of those
blockbuster albums that many
lesser artists have enjoyed.
Eight months after his death,
all is right with the world.
Charles' final album, "Genius
Loves Company," won a leading
eight Grammy awards on
Sunday night, including album
of the year, record of the year for
"Here We Go Again with
Norah Jones. and pop vocal
album.

By

thanks a loi," Green Day lead
singer Billie Joe Armstrong said
as he accepted the award.
Alicia Keys and Usher shared
an award Sunday night for best
R&B performance by a dnc, or
group with vocals for their
chart-topping duet -My Boo."
Each was nominated for eight
Grammys; Keys won four while
Usher had three.

won best rock album.

John Mayer was one of the
artists who prevented a record
night by Keys, as his mellow
tribute "Daughters" won song of
the year.
Keys had a chance to win
more than any other woman in
one evening. In 2002 she won
five Grammys for her debut
album, "Songs in A Minor."
becoming only the second
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LEGAL secretary posi- ROLLING Hills is lookWOWIWPW4114194004119411WWWPWPWPWPMPIP
Dictation and ing for a PT/FT booktion
SMALL acreage with
skills keeper to operate
computer
shop, prefer east side
required. Experience QuickBooks. During
of county. 753-3949
preferred_ Pay com- March, April, May. the
She may
WANT to buy: Junk Car
mensurate with experi- job is full time with flexand Trucks. Call (270)
look old,
ence and abilities. ibility. The rest of the
474-2540 or 293-6199
Send resume to: P.O. year is on a part time
but she's
Six days a week.
Murray, basis. Pay is commen1040-J.
Box
only 25.
WANTED: riding mowKY 42071
surate with experience
Call & wish
ers that need work
Apply at our store on
MECHANIC needed.
436-2867
641 North.
Devry a
Must have brake &
150
Happy B-day!
chassis experience. SAFETY
advisors
Articles
Alignment knowledge $2500 month, manager
For Sale
helpful. Send resume trainee's $3000 month
to P.O. Box 1040-H, Company will train. Call
2 lawyer barnster book
Murray. KY 42071
M-F gam-1pm only 1cases 6 stacks, $1,200
050
010
800-578-8799
each 753-9887
Lost and Found
MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Legal
looking
Independent
are
We
Office.
Notice
Pest AVON
&
TERMITE
for the nght people to
Bose
REWARD
Control Technician Will Sales Representative
form our office/clinic
with
fawn
training. has fully stocked shop
female
provide
team. Our clinic needs
brindle black mask with
Please contact Scott or call for a catalog at
an LPN and X-ray tech.
white markings, purple
Pest Control at 270- 436-5900
collar. Named Cajun. Our business office
437-4944
FLEAMarket/Trade
needs an experienced
Black white pit mix.
Day Sat's beginning
at South
reimbursement spe- VINYL sign design/layNick. Lost
Named
Feb-19 Booths for
cialist and an upbeat out person needed.
Pleasant
Campground
Coles
rent- indoors or out.
receptionist. If you'd Experience a must
oldsedaliaschool.com
Rd. 753-1194, 293Grove Church
like to join our team, Call 435-4773
( 2 7 0)2 4 7 - 8 5 6 3
2577
fax your resume today ARBOR PLACE OF (270)247-8045
More Info
020
to 773-233-8795.
PURYEAR looking for
FREE
Call
Nonce
DEPENDABLE CERTIDish Network 4-room
NEED cooks and
NURSING
FIED
492-8134 or
satellite system. Get
fountains for days
AMERICAN Red Cross
ASSISTANT for small
the newest technology
and nights. Must be
492-8377
Community CPR trainnursing home in TN.
HD & DVR
with
able to work weeking. Calloway Library
Contact Anita 731-247receivers. America's
ends. Apply at Sonic
020
every
2nd Saturday
3205. EOE
Top 60 w/ local netDrive-In, 217 S. 12th
Notice
month. Pre-registration
works only $31 99 per
Street. No phone
BOOKKEEPER/DECrequired. Call 753month. Call Beasley
calls.
1421 for info.
ORATING Experience, Antenna & Satellite
THE Shed Cafe featurOPENINGS now and in helpful. Retail sales.
759-0901
ing Friday Seafood
We've
Full time position
90 days- Software firm
Buffet $995' person. COMBOS"
INTERNET
always had them
Customer/ Please contact at 759seeking
Friday & Saturday night
Stle how
Call now to Sandra D's Diner, 94 E
Technical Support rep 4979
featuring live entertainyou can get high speed
w/ great phone & comment and dancing. $6/ 293-3816
service
Internet
BOOKKEEPER/INSUR
puter skills Health ins.
person, kids welcome
through satellite for
ANCE cleric needed for
!Cr'
yr,
off/
18 paid days
For more information
only $2999 per month
busy medical practice
retirement plan Send
c,aH 437-4283
Beasley Antenna &
and benefits
Salary
resume to gale@
Satellite 759-0901
Send
competitive
or
corn
powerclaim
MSU graduate offering
CABLEING technicians
to- PO. Box
resume
LARGE Cress ceramic
Research,
Hawkins
is
Travel
Spanish classes For
needed
1040-E. Murray, KY
kiln, like new $300
Murray,
St..
4th
N.
406
270-227more info, please call
required
42071
Call 753-8823
42071
KY
759-3879
0396 or 293-6390
.41
FT Receptionist to
office.
physician
excellent
Requires
and
communication
skills.
multitasking
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray. KY
42071

BIDS FOR
LAWN CARE

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

060

060
Help Wanted

the

VISA

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open

320
Apelnene For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2

641N. 2 miles on right
We ouy and Sell good used turnitoi.

753-8501

Efril

150
Articles
For Sale
buildings
STEEL
garages, storage, lean
to's. carports. K&R
Mower Service. 7599831
TV'S
20"-65" HD televisionsJVC, RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
DLP, & D-1LA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
surround
centers,
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection.
160
Nome Furnishings
table
pobl
ft
8
solid
Brunswick
mahogany. Must be
moved by March 1st.
436-5613 after 5PM.
BLUE electnc lift chair,
like new condition.
$300 OBO. 753-4510
195
HIM EOPInsflf
1994 LN 9000 dump
truck. Single axle.
Cummings motor, 7
speed, very nice truck.
$14,000. 293-9569
270
Mobile Homes For SW
14X70 Mobile home.
good condition, all new
appliances, can be left
on lot. $6,250. 4362619 after 4:00p.m.
'97 American 14x60,
C/H/A. sharp. Will pay
sales tax & put it in
your name for $8,695.
437-4465
CLOSE
AWESOME
OUT SPECIALS ON
SIN2004
ALL
GLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Land/home packages
731-584available!
9429
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace,
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429
NEW
GET YOUR
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5640429

, Sate
Mobile Homes For

BLOOD River on, KY
Lake, near Crappie
Hollow. 3 bedroom, 2
full bath. TLR 1989, like
new. Completely furnished with appliances.
carport, storage building on 2 full lots, 5/8
acre. Circle drive just
blocks from boat ramp
in Panorama Shores
near Murray, KY. Best
fishing you can find!
$39,500 or OBO. 1270-436-2388

1 bedroom apts. $250
$350 per month. 2131,1
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month. 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1. 2 & 3BR apts. available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221.
lbr apartment, furnished and all utilities
Downtown, no
paid.
pets. $265/Mo. Call
767-9562
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about moue in tree
days. Coleman fie'759-4118
2 Room a& furnished,
all utilities, water, electric. phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room.
$150
$400imonth,
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit_ Call for infor(270)753mation
8407.
2BR duplex. carport,
outside storage. refrigerator, stove & dishwasher, heat pump
pets,
no
system,
required,
deposit
$450/mo. Call 7533778 or (731)845-6625

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1BR apt, 1 5 blocks
from university. $225
753-5992

28R. S375/mo Across
Murray
from
Center.
Elementary
753-8096

26R country. large
yard, references 7591837

furnished,
1BR
$225/mo. $100 dep.,
no
pets (270)7533139

J&L
RENTALS

2BR. $275. 753-6012

1BR, 1 bath. W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.

1059 gaffes Rd.
New Concord, KY 42076
27S-436-54%

Motile Home Lon For Rent

1BR, quiet neighborhood, some utilities
paid, no pets, $240 per
month. 767-9037

I bedroom apartment
Clean and nice,
all appliances including
W/D No pets

LOTS for rent. 753
9866

4 bedroom house. 1. 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

'92 2BR 14x60 & '96
2BR 14x56, C/H/A.
With approved credit.
Call 437-4465

1E131
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Take advantage of our cool winter
specials!
Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175.

20 words maximum. The bulletin board will
**
illtrun in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday.
* * No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is
t*
e4e Friday at II AM.
41
1 *
4
*'

Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

'Murray Ledger & Iirnes

CLASSIFIEDS

M

IKENTUCKY LAKE
MOVING CO.

OB Far bit

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, largo 2 bedroom
aparensnt, all appliances MaludIng rasherkkrir. deck oath milside dotage. Excellent
Locationl (270)7595886 or(70)293-7065
EXTRA Mee duplex
apt. 38R, 2 bath, 2 car
garage. Westside location. $750. 293-1440
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applicatiens for 1 br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
753-1970
Leave
Message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NEW 3BR,2BA duplex,
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A, 1 year lease? * 1
mo. deposit, no pets.
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom, low utilities, no pets. $225 mo.
753-3949
RED OAKS APTS
Spacial
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
TWO nice 2 bedroom
apt. 270-753-5731

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
CeL(270)293,418:!.
9 arn.4 p.m. M-F

NEW 0 penny, 10'x15'
units 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
cogtrol storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesi
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
co[ffil
asiseical prop.for rent
1,500 sq. ft. shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 tor more
information or to see.
M-F 7:30AM - 5 OOPM
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
Warehouse
space,
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call

753-4529
lies&Supplies
6 month old male Pug
or sale $300 7532780
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

111,4ouses For Nord

Rowe
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

liotoreydss & ATY's
1998 Yamaha YZ 80,
great
condition,
51.500 437-4001

2000 BMW 323; black
WI tan leather, 63,000
miles, $19,000. 270705-1299

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

a simple phone coil and
ask For 'Vocation Pak.
That way you won't
miss a singe thing.

2BR
with
vertica
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $65,000.
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
2BR, 1BA. 950 sq.ft.
1.5ac, $55,000. Rent
$460 per month, 98
Nighthawk Dr. 42071
615-321-5536
3BR. 2.5BA, vaulted
ceiling, great room.
fireplace,
privacy
fence, patio. deck,
immaculate
interior.
$120,000. 404 Camelot
Dr 436-2994
3BR, 28A House, $750
down, owner
will
finance, located on
Govenors
Row,
Panorama
Shores
area. Call Dennis CP 1800-825-6070.
4BR. 2 bath with 2-3/4
acres. Fenced off for
horses. Priced in the
60's. 298 Van Cleave
Rd. Call 293-9440
CHARMING 3BR. IBA
home, C/H/A, new
metal roof on 1.5 acres.
located 2 mi. west of
Murray Call 293-1040
NICE 313R, 1BA with
garage on large lot in
Puryear by owner.
$75,000
(731)24756.48

TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income,producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

.34853

everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, just make

460
Hoes For be

Used Cars

•All Size Units Available
''Now Have Climate Control

When you come bock,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, Idlers
to the editor, the

obituaries and editorials.

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
DOZIN work it Track
hoe

"We Specialize in Clean inx

RYAN FLOTA

David Borders
(270)767-0313 or (270)527-7176

Nal Estate

15 fencedfenced acres. Nice
neighborhood. 5 minutes from Murray.
560.000. 753-1940
leave message. or 9780523

David's Cleaning
Services
iNinyi Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drnewa)

11 month old bull.
Black with white face
port
very healthy. $950 [
11F
liUdity Wilda
29.3-9660
Quarter Horse for sale, 02 Lexus LX470. 4x4,
11 year old strong geld- pearl white, fully loaded
ing, expenenced trail with
navigation.
horse 2 year old small Levinson stereo. two
bay philly, green broke, DVD players. 70,000
sweet.
293-1093 miles $39,500 Call
Kirksey.
753-8823

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE

Ifs that time of year, and

umaisous

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

Unstuck & Success
2BR,
IBA.
AC
propane. stove, fndge
yid hookup, $460 per
month. $400 deposit.
'pais.le Seahrihavec ,
42071. Buy $55,000
612-321-5536
3BR, 2BA includes
sunroom, fenced in
yard, covered patio.
carport,
$600/mo.
Available in March.
762-0991
3BR, 2BA no pets.
Locust Grove area
$600 per month. 7670430
in
SMALL
28R
Panorama $240 per
month. 753-0095 and
978-0742

270-753-2442
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2000 Ford Taurus
Wagon, 80.000 miles,
$6,000 080. 270-2102050
'98 Pontiac Grand Pnx,
$4,300. 270-293-4375
Save $50,000 Luxury,
safe, speed. style.
BMW 7401 for only
$9,950. '93 model in
good condition 7670062

1993 Chevrolet Lumina
Van, sport edition, V6,
auto, power window &
door locks, cruise
$1.300. 270-556-7690
'98 Ford Windstar,
excellent
condition,
well maintained, must
see to appreciate.
1 72.xxx miles. $2,000
price negotiable. 270853-5419, 731-7823128.

&Rotors
SURAY fishing boat,
17h, 85 HP motor,
depth finders, $2.500.
437-4001
89 Bass track 40hp
trolling motor, garage
kept. $3,200. 436-2619
after 4:00p.m

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed, tree pick-up/delivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
492-8668 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years expenence. Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters tree
work' 436-2867

BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www CAMBRIAUSA co

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

D.G. Landscaping &
Nursery 7884 94W
•Minching
*Fertilization
•Tnrnming
*Parking lot sweeping
*Bedding & vegetable
plants
435-4431
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service -Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood insured. 4892889
JOHNNY WILUAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Extenor
*Custom spraying tor
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
*No fob too smelt
*Free estimates
753-8858
JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal.Spring cleaning, clean out attics.
garages, yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583
R.ESICOM
Contractors,
LLC.
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels. additions
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding. decks
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115.
270-436-5764

Horoscopes

WALTEFtS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Rooting, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters 753-2592.

by Jacqueline Bluer

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for cially with an evolving goal or
desire. Sometimes a close assoTuesday, Feb. 15, 2005:
The best intentions could easily ciate or partner could distract
fall to the wayside. This year, you. You don't want to push this
isolate your work from your per- person away, either. Tonight
Where the crowds are.
sonal life. Otherwise, you could
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
be unusually driven and have a *** You could
be flabbergast,
lot of unneeded problems. Take ed by a boss or someone you
good care of yourself physically. look up to. Wonder less about
Make sure you exercise and eat what is happening with this perwell; otherwise, you could find son and follow through on your
yourself dragging. Demands and side of an obligation. You need
responsibilities drop a heavy to protect your own interests
burden on you. Your home life while you can. Tonight: A must
might be difficult to maintain. If appearance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
you aren't enjoying yourself, or
***** Read between the
you don't like your life, start lines with a
boss, gossip and
changing it. "Transformation" career decisions. If you listen to
needs to be your mantra. If you associates and co-workers, you
are single, you might be very could have a problem. Stay cenpicky about suitors. Be aware of tered, knowing what you ultithis tendency. If you are mately want. Don't allow others
attached, you need to be careful to distract you. Tonight: Relax
with your sweetie and not let with a good movie.
other facets of your life inter- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Understanding takes you
fere. TAURUS can be an albato a new level with a partner. You
tross.
could be reactive with a child or
loved one. You might not underThe Stars Show the Kind of stand what to do. A loved one Or
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; ?.-A.verago; 2-$o-so;
I -Difficult • .,""„: ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** If you believe something is
serious, it is. Watch a tendency
to get dragged into situations
you would prefer to avoid.
Friends might be more concerned than they are letting on.
Tonight: Chill out.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might be very sure
of yourself, but you could be
coming off a lot harsher than you
realize. Talk about what you
think, but don't shut others out. A
boss or higher-up could be very
tough. Tonight: Don't let someone rain on your parade.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
** Know when to duck -- like
today. Someone has very different ideas from yours. Take care
of yourself. Decide not to share
everything you know or think.
Don't let others push you. Avoid
gossip at any cost. Tonight:
Share only with someone you
trust.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** What you say might have
more impact than you intend.
Emphasize what is good, espe-

L&J Property Services
-Household
maintenance
-Yard cleanups & tree
removal
-Pal/lung/Staining
-Custom deck-.
tences
-Etc
Please call (270)9781194,(2700832-1446
Hudson
LAYT.Oft
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 492-6265
NEED help moving'?
Espenenced referrals
tree estimates 270703-2942
PAINTING.
Interior
color changes and
'repaints No lob too
small Free estimates
767-9037
T&K Electric
Licensed contractors
residential and commercial Insured. Free
estimates, (270)7051075,(270)705-0317

parent makes viable suggestions. Be happy. Tonight: Go for
togetherness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** The 'wise move is to
allow others to take over. No way
do you have all the answers.
Explore potential options, even if
you feel that a source of information isn't too helpful. A personal
matter needs to be put on the
back burner. Tonight: Beam in
what you want.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** Know that your efforts could
easily be wasted. Your actions
might not be reflective of what
you say and do. Others get confused and possibly a bit uptight.
Keep yourself focused and concentrate on one task at a time.
Tonight: Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**,t..* Your creativity works
with children, friends and a loved
one. However, don't let this energy leak into your financial world.
You could have a disaster before
you know it. Network, but don't
make agreements. Tonight:
Pretend there is no tomorrow.

AQUARIUS (Jan.20-Feb, 18)
*** You hit obstacle after
oOstacle. What does this tell
you? You might want to back oft
before it's too late. A family member will not respond as you wish.
Avoid spending money on real
estate or your home. Tonight: Try
to avoid conflict. Screen your
calls.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have a way of making a, point that could be a bit
hard On others. Someone's reaction will tell you everything. On
some level, you might like this
form of control. Be careful: You
might cause a problem. Tonight:
Someone's words could hurt.
BORN TODAY
Scientist, astronomer Galileo
Galilei (1564), actress Jane
Seymour (1951),
suffragist
Susan B. Anthony (1820)
•.•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/Neww.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

PROGRAM f-)A
SALE otrPP
Starting As Low As
$I39* per month

for a

2003 Dodge Neon Stk. #CC627
with Auto and A/C

To place
your ad
call
753-1916

04 Silverado Z71, 3/4
ton, 4x4, white, 17,000
miles. OnStar, Bose
system. $23,000. Call
753-8823
1982 4x4 Chevy, new
350. good 33" tires,
good truck. $1,500.
Call 761-2547

Weil deliver your
'Vocohon Pak"
when you return

3 female cats, 1 year
old, spayed, free to
good home 474-0600

"Vacation Pak."

E EYRSIMES
tirk"
1001 %Una Mo., Murray, KY

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

HWY 121 BYPASS • 71 470.

Diselinier: Payments figured on $8,350, taxes extra $6450 doc fee included 72 Moe 08.95% APR W.A_C. with $500
dorm cash or trade
lifielow It Aim ea Mew Toile *for Car or &Ix* company•

PEPPt/- eY
2400 E Wood St • Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

111
.
1171411
46/1161 IMES* Ulm 6 Ord=
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goy IP -Harrit

so
viv 4Patentine's Davi v
Keragan &
Anruiston Young
We Love You!

To our little Valentines,
Halley & Chaney
Robinson. We love you!

Pa-paw c:Nana Spierland

tinurzy cl'I)ati(ky

Dylan Tyler Cannon
Happy Valentine's
Day. We love you!

Grandirunnnur [WA: Linn,
Pa Birnt e?
Granny Linda }ark,
c? Grandma Maybe& Y•rk

At,
‘Y

An I; cI).

's
Ilove you!
lot

Blake Roger Gilliam

David Karl Gilliam

"Ally & Ciarra"
We love you!

Lawrence Samuel "Larkin"
Phi/pot II & Madeline
Anabelle Philpot

Lawrence ci Lou Ann Philpot,
illarilyn Haglund, Dr. Roger Haglund, Willie Belle Farless ei the late Frank GilliOtn, Sr
.5_
IoicW•uimhrlid/
1
4
-t•tstcW•T"c.4410‘411‘.744fti 41V

Merriam, Papaw

*,

3fappy Z.)alenline's Day

"I love you a little bit more than I did yesterday
and a little bit less than I will tontorrow."
1967-2004
Lave Forriv-r. Beverly DeVrito

Happy Valentine:, Day
& love to Mama Rain,
Daddy, Sissy &
the Breakfast Bunch.

uiais -tads* -.AO"'
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Hugs &Kisses
Jonah &Sarah

Linzey & Liza Banks
To my little
Valentines I love you!

Bohannon, we love you!
Gran e"Bo
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c? Uncle Tier fk•bannon
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Hugs &Kisses to
Emily Grace and
Caleb Matthew Oliver
Lor
GrandAzddy CA'a a tralktr
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I will love you
itforever. You will
always be my
sweetheart.
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Gramma:4
Sweetheart+ DeAndre
&Keenan Bramley. I
love you.

To my Valentine's
Uncle Garde, Aunt
Nise, Su-Su

To Neil and Logan
We Love you.

Juanita

From Daddy and Afornmy
Sil
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